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If the CAPM is correct, only β
risk matters in determining 
the risk premium for a given 
slope of the SML.
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Disequilibrium Example

Suppose a security with a ββββ of 
____ is offering an expected 
return of ____

According to the SML, the E(r) 
should be _____

1.25
15%

13%

13%

ßß
1.01.0 1.251.25

Underpriced:  It is offering too high of a rate of return for its level of risk

The difference between the return required for the risk level as measured 
by the CAPM in this case and the actual return is called the stock’s _____ 
denoted by __

What is the __ in this case?

E(r) = 0.03 + 1.25(.08) = 13%

Is the security under or overpriced?

αααα = +2%  Positive αααα is good, negative αααα is bad

+ αααα gives the buyer a + abnormal return

alpha
αααα
αααα
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More on alpha and beta
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More on alpha and beta

E(rM) =  

βS =  

rf =  

Required return = rf + β S [E(rM) – rf] 

14%

1.5

5%

Required return = rf + β S [E(rM) – rf] 

=  

If you believe the stock will actually provide a return of 

____, what is the implied alpha?

α =  

5 + 1.5 [14 – 5] = 18.5%

17%

17% - 18.5% = -1.5%

A stock with a negative alpha plots below the 
SML & gives the buyer a negative abnormal 
return
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Portfolio Betas

βP = 

If you put half your money in a stock with a beta of ___ and 

____ of your money in a stock with a beta of ___and the 

rest in T-bills, what is the portfolio beta?

1.5

30% 0.9

 Σ Σ Σ ΣWi βi

βP =  0.50(1.5) + 0.30(0.9) + 0.20(0) = 1.02

• All portfolio beta expected return 
combinations should also fall on the SML.

• All (E(ri) – rf) / β
i 
should be the same for all 

stocks.
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Measuring Beta

• Concept:

• Method

We need to estimate the relationship between the 
security and the “Market” portfolio.

• Method

Can calculate the Security Characteristic Line or SCL
using historical time series excess returns of the 
security, and unfortunately, a proxy for the Market 
portfolio.
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Security Characteristic Line (SCL)

Excess Returns (i)
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SCLDispersion of the 
points around the line 
measures 
______________.

The statistic is 
called σσσσe

unsystematic 
risk
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Excess returns
on market index

Ri = αααα i + ßiRM + ei

=  α α α α

What should 
αααα equal?
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GM Excess Returns May 00 to April 05

“True” ββββ is between 0.81 
and 1.74!

If rf = 5% and rm – rf = 6%, 
then we would predict GM’s 
return (rGM) to be 

5% + 1.276(6%) = 12.66%

0.5858
(Adjusted) = 33.18%

8.57%

-0.0143 1.276

0.01108 0.2318
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Evaluating the CAPM

• The CAPM is “false” based on the 
____________________________.

•
The CAPM could still be a useful predictor of expecte
returns.  That is an empirical question.  

validity of its assumptions

•

–

returns.  That is an empirical question.  

Huge measurability problems because the market 
portfolio is unobservable.  

Conclusion: As a theory the CAPM is untestable.
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Evaluating the CAPM

• However, the __________ of the CAPM is testable.

Betas are ___________ at predicting returns as other 

measurable factors may be.

• More advanced versions of the CAPM that do a 

better job at ___________________________ are 

practicality

not as useful

estimating the market portfoliobetter job at ___________________________ are 

useful at predicting stock returns.

estimating the market portfolio

Still widely used and well understood.
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Evaluating the CAPM
– The _________ we learn from the CAPM are still 

entirely valid.

•

•

•

principles

Investors should diversify.

Systematic risk is the risk that matters.

A well diversified risky portfolio can be 
suitable for a wide range of investors.

–

–

–

suitable for a wide range of investors.

The risky portfolio would have to be adjusted for tax 
and liquidity differences.

Differences in risk tolerances can be handled by 
changing the asset allocation decisions in the 
complete portfolio.

Even if the CAPM is “false,” the markets can still be
“efficient.”
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